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Abstract

In the context of food safety, edible insects are evaluated for biological hazards such as microbial pathogens according
to regulations currently in place. When the European Food Safety Authority evaluated the hazards of edible insects
as a potential source of pathogenic viruses for humans and livestock, the novel zoonotic coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
had not yet emerged but other pathogenic coronaviruses such as SARS (SARS-CoV) and MERS (MERS-CoV)
were known. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, animal sources of protein for human consumption are being
evaluated for the risks of being a transmission vector of coronaviruses, like SARS-CoV-2. Insects lack a receptor
that can bind SARS-CoV-2, thus preventing the virus from replicating in insects, unlike some vertebrate livestock
species and companion animals. Despite extensive monitoring, coronaviruses have never been recorded in insect
microbiomes. Contamination of insects produced for food or feed may occur during the production process,
resulting from rearing substrate or from insect farmers. However, the currently permitted rearing substrates do not
include animal products and the farming process is highly automated, thus limiting interactions between farmers
and insects. If contamination would still occur, the fact that the insects in production are not hosts to SARS-CoV-2
precludes virus replication and the further processing of the insects will destroy the contamination. We conclude
that the hazard of edible insects being a transmission vector of SARS-CoV-2 is extremely low.
Keywords: coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, ACE2, vector, food safety

1. Introduction
Insects are well-established as innovative sources of
sustainable animal proteins. Their production has
environmental, health and food security advantages
compared with production of traditional livestock. At
present, the five insect species most actively produced for
food and feed are the black soldier fly (Hermetia illucens),
the house fly (Musca domestica), the house cricket (Acheta
domesticus), the yellow mealworm (Tenebrio molitor) and
the buffaloworm (Alphitobius diaperinus). The emergence
of an industry producing edible insects (Van Huis, 2020) has
required the development of novel legislation to regulate
the production of this food source in the context of food
safety. The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) has
published a comprehensive literature study to advise the

European Commission on food safety of insects as food and
feed (EFSA, 2015). The hazards reviewed include biological
hazards (bacteria, viruses, parasites, fungi, prions) and take
into account that insects require microbiota for essential
biological functions. Moreover, such biological hazards
are relevant to any food source and are, thus, by default
included in any food safety regulation.
The vast majority of viruses infecting insects are specific
to their insect hosts and are not pathogenic to humans or
other vertebrates such as livestock (EFSA, 2015). Although
some insect-pathogenic viruses are phylogenetically related
to viruses associated with vertebrates, these related viruses
in vertebrates generally do not replicate in insects (EFSA,
2015). Some human pathogenic viruses may be transmitted
passively by edible insects, although without replication
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in these insects, whereas traditional vertebrate livestock
may directly host some of these viruses. Hazards of passive
transmission can be mitigated through processing steps
of ingoing and outgoing materials and technologies that
prevent the uncontrolled movement of people and insects
in production facilities. When EFSA evaluated the hazards
of edible insects as a potential source of pathogenic viruses
for humans or livestock (EFSA, 2015), the novel zoonotic
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2) had not yet emerged but other coronaviruses such
as SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (MERS-CoV) were known. In the context of the
current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
that is caused by SARS-CoV-2, animal protein sources are
being evaluated for their potential as source of infection.
Therefore, we here provide specific information on the
likelihood that edible insects may be a source of SARSCoV-2.

2. Insects as vectors of human pathogens
Insects are subjected to a variety of diseases, typically
viruses, bacteria and fungi. Insect pathogenic viruses are
specialised to infect insects exclusively (Maciel-Vergara and
Ros, 2017). Therefore, we do not expect insect-pathogenic
viruses will become a threat to humans. The same holds for
specialist insect pathogenic fungi and bacteria (Eilenberg
and Jensen, 2018). Insect infection by such specialised
diseases may be highly relevant for insect production
systems, while not being of any significance for vectoring
diseases that affect human health. Viruses affecting humans
generally do not affect insects and vice versa, with the
exception of a specific class of arthropod-borne viruses
(arboviruses) that are vectored by blood-sucking insects,
where there is commonly a very strict relation between a
particular virus and a specific mosquito species. Examples
are dengue virus, West Nile virus and Yellow fever virus
(Weaver and Reisen, 2010). However, the transfer of viruses
from non-blood-feeding insects to humans will solely be
passive and a dead-end road for the virus, and therefore
of no significance to human health.

3. Viruses in the microbiomes of edible insects
Insects, like any other organism, harbour a large number of
microorganisms in their bodies (Brinker et al., 2019; Gurung
et al., 2019). This microbiome is known to contribute to
host fitness, by influencing fertility, fecundity and growth.
It therefore plays a significant role in mass rearing of
insects. Relevant examples are bacterial species from
potential black soldier fly competitors such as the lesser
mealworm A. diaperinus, which repel egg deposition by
black soldier flies (Zheng et al., 2013a), and the ability of
insects like black soldier fly and housefly to detoxify toxic
compounds and antibiotics from waste products due to
genes expressed by their microbiome (Jiang et al., 2019;
334

Zhang et al., 2014). The type of substrate used to feed the
insects also feeds back to the microbiome, determining its
composition. Black soldier flies fed on complex substrates
such as waste products harbour a greater diversity of fungal
and bacterial communities in their gut than those fed only
on simple substrates (Boccazzi et al., 2017; Zheng et al.,
2013b). Despite the substrate-driven microbiome variation,
black soldier fly larvae have a core bacterial community,
of which 5 and 11% persists from egg and larval stages,
respectively, to adulthood (Zheng et al., 2013b), suggesting
that the microbiome plays an important role in host
development. Despite the relevance of the microbiome
for the mass production of insects, our knowledge on how
feed and rearing conditions affect the insect microbiome
as well as how these changes influence insect growth and
performance remains quite scarce (De Smet et al., 2018).
Although most microbiome studies of insects have focused
on the bacterial and fungal components of the insect
microbiome, other organisms such as Archaea and viruses
are expected to be present as well (Gurung et al., 2019). The
latter have been studied mostly from a vector transmission
or pathogenic perspective (Maciel-Vergara and Ros, 2017).
In both cases, transmission usually happens horizontally,
through contaminated food, and is associated with high
density cultures, which is the case for the hytrosavirus,
M. domestica salivary gland hypertrophy virus (Geden
et al., 2008). Although less studied, there is evidence that
viruses that are present at low levels in the insect host, either
transiently or persistently, may be vertically transmitted
(transovarially) (Cory, 2015).
RNA viruses infecting invertebrates belong to three of
the four RNA virus orders: Mononegavirales (two families
out of five), Nidovirales (two families out of five), and
Picornavirales (two families out of five) and ten out of
37 RNA virus families, that have yet to be assigned to
an order (Ryabov, 2017). The order Nidovirales is of
importance here, as it comprises the vertebrate-specific
family Coronaviridae, to which SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 belong, as well two other families, the
Mesoniviridae and Roniviridae occurring in mosquitoes
and shrimps, respectively (ICTV, 2011b).

4. Properties of SARS-CoV-2
The causative agent of COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2 is
genetically related to the coronavirus responsible for the
SARS epidemic of 2002/2003 (Gorbalenya et al., 2020).
Coronavirus particles are spherical, have a single positivesense RNA genome and at the surface a lipid envelope
is present from which spike proteins are projected,
providing a corona-like appearance in electron microscopic
photographs (ICTV, 2011a). These spikes bind to cellular
receptors, allowing fusion of viral and host membrane, after
which the RNA genome enters the cytoplasm of the target
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cells. Replication of the viral genome requires a specialised
replication-transcription complex, which is composed of
viral and host proteins and associated with a network of host
cell-derived membrane structures. Like all viruses with an
RNA genome, coronaviruses display a high mutation rate,
and this clearly increases their ability to adapt to changing
circumstances (Sanjuán et al., 2010). Occasionally, a new
coronavirus variant may arise with the potential to infect
a new vertebrate host species.
Naturally occurring coronaviruses have zoonotic potential,
meaning they can occasionally escape from an animal host
and gain the ability to multiply in a human host, and may
gain the ability to spread from human to human. Several
coronaviruses that cause re-occurring mild diseases in the
human population today (e.g. human coronavirus OC43
and NL63), may be the consequences of ancient zoonotic
events. Bats are the most likely source of most human
pathogenic coronaviruses (Cui et al., 2019). The MERSCoV that emerged in 2012 has a reservoir in dromedary
camels (Haagmans et al., 2014). However, similar viral
sequences have been found in a bat (reviewed by Mackay
and Arden, 2015). Sequence analysis of SARS-CoV-2 (Zhou
et al., 2020) revealed that it shares properties with two
naturally occurring viruses, one that has been found in
pangolins, small mammals occurring in Asia, and a second
one detected in bats. It has been hypothesised that in the
case of SARS-CoV-2 a coronavirus circulating in bats
has recombined with a virus in pangolins and after some
further mutations became SARS-CoV-2 (Lau et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2020). Yet, recent molecular and phylogenetic
analyses suggest that the lineage giving rise to SARS-CoV-2
originates from bats and has been transmitted to other
mammalian hosts such as pangolins (Liu et al., 2020).
SARS-CoV was found in palm civets sold at live-animal
markets in China. Various coronavirus strains present in
horseshoe bats appeared to have recombined to result in
the virus found in civet cats, which then was transmitted
to humans (reviewed by Luk et al., 2019).
To be able to infect a host cell, the coronavirus spike protein
needs to find a perfect fit with a receptor protein on a cell
and a close match with a number of intracellular proteins
to allow successful infection of a cell. The spike protein
of SARS-CoV-2 appears to be derived from the ancestral
pangolin coronavirus with which it shares a number of
critical amino acids, which allows the interaction with the
angiotensin converting enzyme II (ACE2) receptor protein
in the human respiratory tract (Wan et al., 2020; Zhang et
al., 2020), the same receptor as used by SARS-CoV (Ge
et al., 2013) and human coronavirus NL63 (Hofmann et
al., 2005).
Coronaviruses typically cause respiratory symptoms and
are transmitted via respiratory droplets and aerosols as a
consequence of coughing and sneezing, and alternatively
Journal of Insects as Food and Feed 6(4)
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via contact with surfaces contaminated with infected saliva
(WHO, 2020b). Coronaviruses do not use blood-feeding
insects, such as mosquitoes, to spread from host to host,
and unlike arthropod-transmitted viruses, coronaviruses do
not naturally replicate in insects (Callaway and Cyranoski,
2020). Insects are phylogenetically very far apart from
vertebrates, making the chance of effective adaptations
that would allow initial interaction with cellular receptors
very unlikely and the chance of successful replication in
insects extremely small. Like any virus, a coronavirus
can only mutate during replication. Thus, a coronavirus
should first gain an initial ability to infect and replicate in
an insect before it can further mutate to become a virus
that spreads between insects. The absence of coronaviruses
in insects is supported by large unbiased metagenomic
surveys carried out on thousands of samples from very
diverse insect species (e.g. Shi et al., 2016), in which a large
variety of yet unknown viruses have been detected, but not
a single coronavirus.

5. Risk of SARS-CoV-2 being harboured on and
in edible insects
Viruses often require intermediate hosts before being
transmitted from their primary host to humans. Bloodsucking arthropods, such as mosquitoes, have long been
known to have a role in the transmission of human viruses
(Weaver, 2013). SARS-CoV-2 infection in humans is not
typically associated with viraemia (virus in the blood),
meaning that blood-sucking insects like mosquitoes do
not come in contact with the virus. Thus, the World
Health Organisation (WHO) states that ‘to date there has
been no information nor evidence to suggest that the new
coronavirus could be transmitted by mosquitoes’ (WHO,
2020a).
Transmission of the virus has been reported to occur in
some mammalian vertebrates and there is no proof that
SARS-CoV-2 can infect species other than mammals
(Callaway and Cyranoski, 2020). In fact, as of today,
there is no evidence of any insect species transmitting
the SARS-CoV-2 virus (Dehghani and Kassiri, 2020). The
mammalian receptor that binds SARS-CoV-2, angiotensinconverting enzyme ACE2, differs among vertebrates and
ACE2 receptors that are capable of binding SARS-CoV-2
are present in a limited number of vertebrate species
(Qiu et al., 2020). Although insects do have angiotensinconverting enzymes, these are very different from those
in humans and therefore unlikely to be able to bind to
SARS-CoV-2 (Cashman et al., 2019). As a consequence, it
is highly unlikely that SARS-CoV-2 can replicate in insects
or that production of the black soldier fly (BSF, H. illucens),
mealworms (T. molitor, A. diaperinus, Zophobas morio)
or crickets (A. domesticus and others) would pose a risk
of infection.
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Transfer of pathogens via contaminated surfaces is another
transmission route for viruses from insects to humans.
The coronavirus can remain viable for a period of time
on various surfaces (Casanova et al., 2010). Therefore,
insect species that thrive in indoor environments such as
house flies (M. domestica) and cockroaches (e.g. Blatella
spp.) may be able to harbour and transfer viral particles
by contact with contaminated surfaces, or with the faeces
or corpses of contaminated individuals (Dehghani and
Kassiri, 2020). However, inactivation of the virus is greater
at high temperature and high humidity (Casanova et al.,
2010; Chan et al., 2011), which are conditions common
in the facilities used to rear insects for food and feed. In
conclusion, there is no evidence for coronaviruses being
present in insects in general and insects produced for food
and feed in particular and the chance that insect cells can
bind SARS-CoV-2 is highly unlikely.

6. Industrial practices of edible insect
production
Technologies and practices to grow and process insects for
food and feed include a component of viral transmission
risk. Three dimensions of production can be optimised
to minimise viral risks: (1) designs and technologies
restricting insect movement outside of growing systems;
(2) technologies minimising risks to and from insect
farmers; and (3) processing steps that reduce risks of viral
transmission via end-products.
Facility designs and technologies restricting the movement
of insects reduce their potential as vectors outside and
within a facility. Closed facilities favoured for large-scale
production that are impermeable to insects are more
effective at mitigating insect vectors than open facilities.
Inside the facility, designs and technologies can control the
movement of insects. For example, to control the movement
of flying insects, some processes rely on a combination of
technologies that enclose the flying phase of the animal
from the moment of eclosion until expiration (Jansen et
al., 2019a,b).
Insects may passively transmit viruses to insect farmers, but
infections directly between operators or via contaminated
surfaces are at least as likely. Hygienic practices for food
and feed production, such as hygiene zones, should
be applied as a matter of course. Contemporary insect
production is typically designed and operated according to
these principles (IPIFF, 2019). The small size and physical
characteristics of insects facilitate the automation of
growing and processing them. Doing so keeps human
intervention in the process minimal, and consequently
contact between operators can be kept to a minimum
(Arsiwalla and Aarts, 2016).
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The risks of viral transmission from a production facility to
the public via the end-product are similar to those of other
food and feed activities and are mitigated through HACCP
principles. Research has found that multiple practices and
technologies used to process insects result in microbial
loads that are within regulatory limits (Larouche et al.,
2019; Swinscoe et al., 2019). These practices should also
be effective against viruses.

7. Conclusions
SARS-CoV-2 is a vertebrate-specific virus that infects
respiratory and gut tissues that express the ACE2 receptor
type that can bind the spike proteins in the viral envelope.
ACE2 is expressed in most vertebrates, but not all ACE2s
can be utilised by SARS-CoV-2 as receptor (Qiu et al.,
2020). So far, ACE2 receptors that bind SARS-CoV-2 have
only been reported for a limited number of vertebrate
species (Qiu et al., 2020). Although insects also have
angiotensin-converting enzymes their structure is very
different from human angiotensin-converting enzymes
(Cashman et al., 2019) due to their phylogenetic distance
and different functions. The only two plausible modes of
contamination of commercially produced edible insects in
closed systems are similar to those for any domesticated
animals reared for food, i.e. via their feeding substrate or
via the farmers that take care of the production animals.
Feeding substrates should meet with hygienic regulations
but even if the feeding substrate would be contaminated
with SARS-CoV-2, the virus will not be able to replicate
in the insects that ingested it. Although farmers may
be another source of contamination, this hazard is low
due to prescribed hygienic measures in the production
of edible insects and the extensive mechanisation which
minimises contact between farmers and insects. Again,
if contamination via farmers would occur, the virus will
not be able to replicate in the insects and the processing
of the insects after harvesting is likely to destroy the virus
particles.
Although SARS-CoV-2 cannot replicate in insects, insects
can contribute to the development of a vaccine against this
virus. Insect cells can be used to produce coronavirusspike proteins that serve as vaccine candidates (Zhou
et al., 2006). Yet, this absolutely does not mean that
insect cells are susceptible to coronavirus infection. For
this biotechnological application, a recombinant insectinfecting baculovirus is being used to express the SARSCoV-2 spike proteins in cultured moth cells (G.P. Pijlman,
unpublished data). A similar system is approved and in use
for the manufacturing of subunit vaccines against cervical
cancer and influenza (Cox and Hashimoto, 2011; Monie
et al., 2008).
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In conclusion, no examples are known of viruses from the
Coronaviridae family, to which MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV,
and SARS-CoV-2 belong, that are capable of infecting and
replicating in insects. Contamination of edible insects
produced as feed is unlikely because the insects feed on
substrates of plant origin that are subject to hygienic
regulation and interaction of the insects with the farmers
is extremely limited. Moreover, in the unlikely case of
contamination, the viruses are likely to be destroyed by
processing of the harvested insects. Thus, based on current
knowledge, the hazard of edible insects being a source of
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is negligible.
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